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MK Quilts Solution Design
This document is designed to ensure that we provide our customers the best
solution at the best price. Our price quotes are based on the true costs of
providing you the service you deserve when making such a big purchase.
Retailer rules only allow us to publish retail pricing here. Prices in this
document do not reflect the final discounts that will be provided on a separate
quote once we have a personal consultation with you.

Selecting the right machine
MK Quilts specializes in stand-up longarm quilt machines running Pro-Stitcher,
the industry’s leading computerized longarm software. The software also runs
on a personal Windows laptop allowing training and designing to be done
remote from the longarm machine.
The newest models are the Amara(20), Forte(24), and Infinity(26). The Simply
Sixteen model can support a Pro-Stitcher. But in most cases, we would
recommend purchasing a used Avante as a better value. The Amara is an
excellent machine for both ‘free motion’ and computerized quilting due to the
lighter weight and the 20-inch throat depth. Note that the newer models require
an optional ‘Quilt from the Back Kit’ option for rear handlebars and laser tracing
support. This is normally not needed by those using Pro-Stitcher.
Please call us at 727-935-1739 at your earliest convenience to discuss your
unique needs and work with the MK Quilts facilitator to identify the best solution
for your situation. Please note that we are quilters, so you’ll avoid slick sales
talk or pressure. We have years-and-years of references from MK Quilts
machine owners and those we’ve trained. If you are only seeking the lowest
price, we will give you the address of a website that will deliver boxes to your
door, but we know that’s not in your best interest, so we hope you want
something more.
Few people that have bought their first machine with someone else pass up the
opportunity to buy their next machine with MK Quilts. We look forward to you
joining our growing community.
www.MKQuilts.com
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HQ Machines

We Suggest Purchasing those Highlighted Blue Used

The sturdy molded shell of the machines assures persistent stitch quality even after
years of use. MK Quilts recommends you consider a used system if you are
considering a smaller system. We will facilitate a purchase from one of our many
customers hoping to upgrade. And you are welcome to join our MK Quilts University to
make your learning process easier. See our MKQuilts.com website for more info.

www.MKQuilts.com
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HQ Amara™ 20-inch Longarm

www.MKQuilts.com
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HQ Amara™ 20-inch Suggested Retail Price $12,495

www.MKQuilts.com
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HQ Forte™ 24-inch Longarm

www.MKQuilts.com
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HQ Forte™ 24-inch Suggested Retail Price $14,995

www.MKQuilts.com
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HQ Infinity™ 26-inch Longarm

www.MKQuilts.com
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HQ Infinity™ 26-inch Suggested Retail Price $18,995

www.MKQuilts.com
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Pro-Stitcher™
The Ultimate in Computerized Quilting

www.MKQuilts.com
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Suggested Retail Price

$10,995

www.MKQuilts.com
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PS Designer – Included in bundled Pro-Stitcher pricing.

www.MKQuilts.com
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Table Options
The Studio2 and Gallery2 frames officially ship as 10-foot or 12-foot tables.
Unofficially, MK Quilts will support the setup of the tables at 6-foot or 8-foot sizes.
However, there is no cost savings in doing so. Later changes in size of the table may
require purchasing replacement track parts. (Extensions are available to 14-feet)

HQ Studio2 Frame

HQ Gallery2 Frame

www.MKQuilts.com
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The Little Foot Frame
The HQ Studio2 10ft Frame can be set up at 6 feet by leaving the 4-foot sections off.
This is a foot wider and half a foot deeper than the Little Foot Frame. The Little Foot
Frame requires an addition of the Little Buddy pole system to allow rolling like a normal
frame. This adds $500 to the cost. We often suggest spending a little more for the
features of the Studio2 Frame as this has worked best for most of your space limited
customers.

www.MKQuilts.com
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www.MKQuilts.com
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Financing Options
MK Quilts understands that financing is sometimes needed to make your dreams
happen. Doing a few quilts a month for profit can easily make the payments on
financing. Whether there is an advertised special financing option or not, we can help
you to understand your options.
You may use one or more credit cards to make payment without being charged an
additional fee by Handi Quilter. Splitting the cost across different payment methods is
also allowed.

Synchrony Financing
Synchrony Bank offers financing through their credit cards. Not all Synchrony credit
card accounts can be used with a Handi Quilter purchase. You may be required to
resubmit for approval and open a separate account.
Most options result in a fee back to us as the retailer. Our offers are commonly made
with such slim margins that we need to build this into our final quote. We like to say
that “there is no free money.” But we promise to deal with you honestly so that you
make the best decision for your situation.

Red Thread Financing

http://redthreadfinancial.com/

Red Thread Financial is not a credit card, but a loan based on the machine as
collateral. The interest and fees are usually much better, but a home equity loan rate is
usually a better option. There are also other requirements such as ‘the machine should
be used for income generation.’ You may need to call yourself a Sole Proprietorship.
Please ask for further information.
All credit is based on your credit history. MK Quilts does not finance machines. We
also do not resell used machines. However, we will take an active roll in helping you
advertise and sell your existing machine, if you have one.

www.MKQuilts.com
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Top Reasons Why Quilters Buy from MK Quilts
MK Quilts deals with you clearly and without and gimmicks.
All new machines come directly from Handi-Quilter inventory, not a warehouse, so
you’re assured they are the most recent models.
We can arrange for installation or support you with remote installation resources that
may limit others due to quarantine restrictions. We realize that our job continues after
you receive your machine whereas others may just ship you boxes.
Our technicians are Handi Quilter factory trained and are available nationally.
Training INCLUDED to get you going right:
• Multiple day hands-on training options at our studio with a dedicated machine and
instruction. (a $1000 value) In-home training available at an additional cost.
• Concierge level membership for 2-years in the MK Quilts University and MK Owners
Club. Provides you with total access to all training and webinar content. (a $2000
value)
• Free IT support for Pro-Stitcher tablet and Simulator laptop
• $100 off Live Training Events
• 10% off most accessories bought from MKQuilts.com for life
• Priority access to the best Pro-Stitcher and Professional Quilting Instructor, MK!
May be modified for smaller machine deals such as the HQ Sweet 16 and Simply 16s.

MK Quilts works with the lowest allowable retailer pricing but must account for our
expenses. We strive to show the value of purchasing through us. A machine that is
not used is no value at any price. When you purchase through MK Quilts you buy
directly from Handi Quilter without a third-party shipping from a secondary warehouse.
Accountability is never in question.

www.MKQuilts.com
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Please give us a call at 727-935-1739 to discuss your quilting
needs and finalize your package price.

Alternatively, you can put yourself on our calendar at a time
convenient to you using the calendar found on this page…

https://www.mkquilts.com/quotereq_thx.html

We welcome the opportunity to partner with you on your
longarm quilting journey.

Paul and Melissa (MK) Kruschwitz and your MK Quilts Team

www.MKQuilts.com

